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p-t01

parts 1

profile

rubber nubs

1000 mm x 71 x 6 mm x 1

x 4

9.29 €

2.99 €
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1 cut the profile into three equal sized 
profiles

2 paint the profile if desired and place 
the rubber nubs on the underside

-

profile

saw
sandpaper

-

profile
rubber nubs

333.00333.00 333.00
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3 use your three new trays to organise 
small bits and bobs



misuse info@maxhelmut.com @misuse.objects

p-t01 is a small and nifty tray to keep your bits and bobs organised.

all you need is a saw, sandpaper and paint if desired. all the parts you need are listed 
in the parts list. 3 trays will only cost you little more than 10 bucks and are ready in 
10 minutes.

misuse defines a new approach of how furniture can be designed sustainably and 
made available democratically today. this approach is together with the criticism of 
predominant industrial patterns manifested in the objects themselves.

what? functional and appealing objects for the private context that can be built by 
oneself, using only existing products as well as semi-finished and finished parts, 
which can be bought in the local hardware store for little money.

how? any object can easily be built by using the open source misuse manuals. no 
special knowledge or professional tools are needed for the construction. in the ma-
nuals you will find a list of all necessary parts and their prices, a list of required tools, 
the building instructions themselves and an approximate indication of time needed.

why? by using already existing products as well as semi-finished and finished parts 
from the hardware store, the objects do not consume any new resources. in this way, 
the objects save the environment, set a statement against industrial consumption 
and make good design democratically accessible to everyone. sidefact: they are fun 
to build!


